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A reference area

a eos d eos ß

B reference length

b body width at base of uneegmented sone

Fx
C axia]. force coefficient, —-—-=--

d ·
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CLNMX zuaxirmmx lift coefficient

Cm pitehingwuoment eoeffieient,

5;-, per degree

FZ _
ÜN normal force eoefficient, ~·——-—

q„ A
, , MzCH yawing momentcoewfiiolent,Be

CNG -5-G-H, per degree

ac Z
CHB Egg, per degree

• P ~ Pw
‘

CP pressure czoefficxent, -—-—-é-;——
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CY side-force coefficient, -§X—
q„.A

per degree

c -sin B

d sin a cos B

FD drag force

FL lift force
Fx axial force in direction of X axis

Fy side force in direction of Y axis
FZ norml force in direction of Z axis

f(x,y,z) equation of general surface

EZSZE? unit vectors in direction of X, Y, and Z axes, respectively

k ein Gxz
ein öxy

L length of come

M Mach number¤ ~—·—-—-—-l’Zi.i‘Z“XY
MX moent about X axis

My moment about Y axis

MZ momnt about Z axis
E? unit vector normal to surface

local pressure

su free—stream pressure
¢L„ free·stream dynamic pressure

R base radius of circular cone
Y,

unit free-stream wind vector
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X,Y,Z rectangular Carteeian conrdinate axee

x,y,z rectangular Cartesian coordinatee

x,¤;¢ cylindrical polar coordinatee

a angle of attack

B angle of eideelip

6 1-kg
u angle between unit surface normal and wind vectore

B circular cone eemiapex angle

Sxy elliptical cone neaiapex angle in the horizontal direction

Qxz elliptical cone eemiapex angle in the vertical direction

ol upper limit of integration

@2 lower limit of integration

w l + (mg - 1) einge

Q 1 + (mgkä — 1) eingo
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V. INTRODUCTION

Newtonian impact theory, in recent years, has proven to be one of

the more useful theories for the prediction of aerodynamic forces and

moments on bodies in the hypersonic flow regimes (5 < M·< ¤). This theory

predicts the pressure coefficient, for the part of the body exposed to

the flow, to be given by twice the square of the cosine of the angle

between the free—stream velocity vector and the normal vector to the

body surface. It does not, however, specify the pressures on surfaces

that are in the expansion region or "shadowed" region. For high speeds

it is usually assumd that the pressure coefficient is zero in this

region. The force and moment coefficients are obtained by integrating

the incremental forces acting on the body over the part exposed to the

flow.

Current interest in vehicles capable of reentry has indicated a

definite need for closed expressions for the aerodynamic coefficients,

obtained by Newtonian impact theory, of both elliptical and circular cone

bodies.

A theoretical treatment of the full circular cone at angles of attack

in Newtonian flow was performed in reference l. This analysis was followed

by reference 2 in which the full oblate elliptical cone at angles of attack

was treated. A great deal of experimental work on the cones at hypersonic

speeds followed the work mntioned above. Comparisons of experiment and

Newtonian theory on the cones have been made in references M, 5, 6, and 8.

This analysis intends to extend the above applications of the theory

to the case of segments of these elliptical cones at both angles of attack

and sideslip. The prolate as well as the oblate elliptical cone is
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treated, and the circular cone segments are obtained as a specialcaseof

the general results.

Comparisons are made with available experimental results to provide

some indication of the usefulness of this theory in the prediction of the y
aerodynamic coefficients. These comparisons include variations in some

of the longitudinal characteristics and stability derivatives with change

in angle of attack, cone half angle and body cross section. These experi·

mental results were obtained at Mach numbers of 6.8 and 9.6 and are

discussed in more detail in references M and 8.
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VI. AHALXSIS

A. Development of General Expressions

for the Elliptic Conic Segment

Hewtonian impact theory predicts the pressure coefficient for the

part of the body exposed to the flow to be given by twice the cosine

squared of the included angle between the normal to the body and the wind

vectors (that is, CP = 2 cosgq). The angle, Q, is found by taking

the dot product of the normalized wind and surface gradient vectors.

If f(x,y,z) = 0 is the equation of a general surface, then the sur-

face gradient of this surface is

ö1‘·—> ör-—• ör—·>WT ¤·~— i ——·k lBx *s¤*s U

and the unit normal vector is

er.e5·..es
(2)

Bx By B2

The coordinate system for a general body is shown in figure 1.

The normlized wind vector, V; for a body inclined to the flow

at both angles of attack and sideslip, is given as

—-) -9 —·) ·-)
V = ·cos ¤.cos Bi + sinfäj + sin d cosääk (5)

The wind vector and its components are also shown in figure l.
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The pressure coefficient, CP, is then written ss

cp ¤ 2(§’ . $712 (1+1

When only pressure forces are considered, the general force

coefficient is given as

— F _ 1 P " Pu ]_ >
(5)q ‘· *’ qu, c•

oo SF ÜF

In the above expression, S is a reference area and SF is the

projected area over which the pressure coefficient, CP, is defined.

The moment coefficient is similarly given as

cm = gl';
fs? rep asp (6)

where r is the moment arm and R is a reference length.

It is necessary to determine the part of the body that is shielded

frm the flow, since it will be assumed that the pressure on that part

of the body has the free·stream value. This shadowed or shielded region

is shown as the sheded region on the body in figure 1. The curve BAC,

formed by the winds tangency to the surface, outlines the shadowed region

on the surface f. The equation of this curve is given by th condition

that

<=¤¤ #1 == <> (7)
The analysis will be concerned with obtaining closed form expressions

for equations (5) and (6) for the special case of an elliptical cone

sement at angles of attack and sideslip.
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The equation of the nurface of an elliptic cone can be written as

O = -x2 (8)A

where b, t, and L are the maximum thickness, width, and length,

respectively, of the elliptic cone body. Another convenient form of

this equation can be obtained by use of the angles, Gxy and Gxz,

shown in figure 2 and defined to be the cone half angles in the x·y and
x•z plenes, respectively. This equation is

f(x,y,z) = O (9)
tan Gxy tan GXZ

The analysis will, for convenience, be done using this notation but the

final expressions will be written with the physical characteristics, t,

b, and L contained in them. The ratlos, ä , and ä)/ä§—f—%§; will
be defined, for convenisnce, to be m and k, respectively. m and k

are also seen to be simply and respectively.TheXYXY
above definitions of m and k reveal that if m g l so is k g_ 1
or if m.S l so is k g_l. It is also seen that a value of m·< 1
reveals that the ellipse is one such that its major axis is in the width I

direction and minor axes in the thickness direction. Similarly for mi>

1,theellipse is such that the major axes are in the thickness direction

and minor axes in width direction. A value of m = 1 corresponds to

a circular cone whose major and minor axes are equal. These three cases

are shown in figure 5.

A convenient manner in which to choose arbitrary segments of this

conic body is through the assignment of definite values of the angles,
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W, defined in figure 2. In this figure, W is seen to be zero at

upper vertical and increase positively in the ccunterclockwise direction.

For this reason the Cartsian coordinates (x,y,z) will he replace:} by

cylindrical polar coordinates (x,W,p). The tranzformation is

x == x

y == p sin W (lO)
z ¤= 0 cos W

The surface gradientvectorvr

e -2-sx §”+
ey eovaxy 3*- ez eotäexz 12* (11)

The unit normal is

x?·- y cotyü 3-*·— z cotfvö I?5* .. (12)
\|x2 +ygcotuüxyAt

the surface f ¤ O, this gives the following relation between x,

pg and Q):

2 2 2 2x == ·-0 sin W cot Gxy + cos W cot BXZ (15)

Then in terms of 0 and W, the unit normal becomes

•s;i,n Gxz\)m2sin'?<p + cos2W1*-· mk cos 9 sin cos 8.-cos.„)Ü XLn =¤ (1)+)
cos2W
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dot product of expressions (5) and (lb) gives

cos n = —~—-————¥L————————{gos a cos B sin 9xZ7lm2s1n2@ + cosaw
cosae

.mk sin B cos Bxy sin sin a cos B cos Gxz cos (15)

If the following definitions are made,

a = cos a cos B

c = -sin B (16)
d = sin d cos B

then the pressure coeffioient, CP, is

CP = -~——————g———-———-—Qa sin Gxzylmßsinze + cos2@
(m2k2sin2¢ + cosäw)

2+ mko cos Gxy sin o - d cos Gxz cos w) (17)

The shadowed region on the surface can now be conveniently deter-

mdned by letting equation (17) be zero. This gives the following 7
expression for o which is the variation of w along the shadow plane

k2cd cos29EK i am sin 6xz77k2c2cos26xy + 7d2cos26xz - a2sin28xz?
d2oos26xz - a2sin29xz

(18) 7

7
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The plus and minus sign appearing in the above expression indicates two

values of $ for each angle of attack and conic body. Physically, this

means that one sign is to be taken to give the value of $, $1, at which
4

shadow begins and the second sign is to be used with the value of $, $2,
4

at which shadow ends. The following sketch will serve to illustrate the

manner in which the signs are to be taken for $1 and $é. T

·/

«InuISketch
l.

The sign that goes with $1 can be determined as follows: first, it

can be seen that for positive values of B (that is, the wind approaching

the body from the right) the point $1 mst fall in either the first

or second quadrant. Similarly $2 must be in either the first or fourth
N

quadrant since the curved surface associated with te third quadrant is

always exposed to the wind. Then for positive values of B, O S.$i S.:

and -:/2 f $2 f :/2. Then for B == 0

am sin 6w = <:¤t"l i (19) 4
\4d2cos26xZ - agsinzöxz

N
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Thus it is seen that the positive sign is taken for $1 and the negative

for @2. Then

cosgöxy + am sin dzcosgöxz · agsingöxz
]•

·—
f': fd2eos“9xZ · adsingöxz

cosgüxz · am sin däcosgöxz -
agsingdxz

$$*2
‘=dgcosgöxz — agsingöxz

(21)
These expressions give a simple and quick test to determine what

angles of attack cause shadow to exist. For the above angles to exist

physically, the quantity under the radical must be positive. Therefore,

for

k2c2cos29Xy + dgcosgüxz — aäsingöxz > O

shadow exists. For

käcgcosgäxy + dgcosäüxz · agsinäöxz < O

shadow does not occur on the body. For

kgcgcosgöxy + dgcosgöxz — agsingöxz ¤ O

then shadow exists if either B or a are not zero. If shadow does
exist, it is necessary to compute $1 and $2 frßm €Q¤ßti¤¤5 (20) ßüd (21)
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and compare these with the values of ml and @2 imposed by the body

limits.
The aerodynamie coeffleients, CN, CA, CY, Cm, Cu, and Cl can

be obtained by integration of equation (5) with the expression for CP

in equation (17) eubstitutee into it.

It is also necessary to determine the elements of area, dSN, dSA,

and dSY in terms of the coordinates (x,w,p)- The rea elements are

öx öx
·x n cos

5; 56 ta G dx d
dSH==dxdy== (22)

ay ay (m einem + cos )

52 E

@22 @22bx aw xmgtan Sxz sin w dx deÖSY = dx dz “ dx ÖW “ ‘**“*”***“*“******j7E* (25)

dx Bwand LBw Bo L
a6A=¤y·:1z= d¤d<:>=·-¤d¤d¤> (2*+)öz öz L

The force coefficients are then written

1
;»Xg 7·¢2 —Cp x tan Bxz cos m dx de

( )CN "*
(mgsingw
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1 E ng @2 (26)02 = -- GP n dn deA ‘j‘°1 j‘*’1

1 1 X2 ; @2 C x tan 9 mgsin Q dx dQey 2 K J J (E'?)
cos2Q)

If it is aesumed that the body exists in the x—direction from X1 ¤ O

to X2 ¤ —L (a sharp cone), then the above expreseions can be integrated

in the x·directi0n to give

2 C tan 6 cos Q dQCN = - ää 2/
.B.„„...§E„......27ä (23)

· Q1 (m28iD2@ + cos2Q)

L2 @2 u¤2622 c eq)·= 22 j 2 (29)
(m ein Q + cos Q)

C L L2 $2 CP mgtan SXZ ein Q dQY ex ”'7""“""'_°"37? "°>@1 cos2Q)

The pitching·momnt coefficient Cm can be obtained by considering

the moments of the normal and axial forees. Thue, if one chooses a

point on the center line at the base
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pCpc:osq>dpdq>AB r o ¤s¤1 1

+ ‘/ j CP x(L · x)m**tan Gxz cos cp dx dcp (jl)
*1 B1

If the x integration is performed from xl = O to x2 == L, then

__ , -—<P2C tanö m2cos<pdcp··$*1
(mgsingqv + cos·=‘q>)“)

Or since

CN r' W2 CP 'üßll Gx; ¤12¢<>S CP dc?
AA ~/$1 (m2sin2q> + cos2<p)5;2

then

c == 2 m¤2=@ )cIl 5B B- X2 N (52)

Similarly

I-2The

rolling moment coefficient about the center line of the sone is
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5 » @2 m 26 c ·1 6
"

‘ @1 (m2sin2q> + <:os2q>)

For brevity, the following defiuitions are made:

v E 1 + (mg ~ l)ß1¤2® (55)

Q s. l + (m2k2
·· l)sin2”Q (56)

If the expression for CP im equation (17) with the above clefinitions
are substituted into equations (28), (29), (50), und (5)+), the following

is obtained:

2 @2
CN ==2A

22 sin Q cos Q GQ cosav ÖQ
$1 sw ' W1 Q)?

6 (PQ
7 (P2 .— l+cdm2cot Gxz j ——-—-———-7-—————-ür)cp go; (P dtp + 2c2m2cot ——————7-——°°£°(P Ein? dg)

+ 2626m; 6xz j (57)
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1.266.1126 -1 26 „ tv dtp Q3 6:6
A tpl G tpl G)/217

21 w¥/-w- V w1 21

Wg 1 @2 2 ."+ cgmwcotddöxy dwdcotgßxz ‘/w1 w1

Imgsiuäß sin Q dtp _ @3 6:Lr12<p dtpCY =¤ adhanA 6 (pl

cos Q sin Q dQ Qcdmgcot cos Q ssi¤2Q dtp

. I (P2 V ,,1) (P262666 6,,,, 2 $@2 2 @*2 (66;5/2 572

, @2== (1112 — 1)6111 6,,2 um 262

6-aw j 2 61:12tp cos tp dtp _ had Got am $111 tp 666 Q dtp
Q1

Q.dd w dddww dw 6 w °°d w 26

, tv ’ 26 2d 666 2 (1,0), (pl W2
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If the integrals in the foregoing equations are for brevity, called

I1; I2:•··I6.• J1: L1: I-•{3:•··I{,: M1: MQ:·•~

M6, then these expreesions be written ae

1.2611128 ,cN Il + Macméxg — *+11615 - ueamgeot am 1h

+ 2c2m2c0t Gxz I5 + Qdgcot Gxz 1% (*+1)

2 2 . 2L tan G s I1 GCA ¤= 2acm cot Gm J2 · äd cot GXZ J5

- 2cd eesgaxy Ju + egmäetgsxy .15 + d2cot2GxZ Jg (1+2)

2CY == mgsingöxz EÄ-[gxgtan Gxz L1 + 2acm2L2 -· 2a.d L5 - 2cdm2e<>t Gxz Lu

+ m5c2cot GH L5 + dgcot Gxz L6] (*1;)

C ¤¤ (m2 - l)sin2G tan2G
E-5-—~

2a2M + *+acm cot G M — had eot 9 MZ xz xz 6ßAB 1 xy 2 xz 5

· *+cd cotgßxyQdacotgüxzThe

above integrals are tabulated in the appendix. Some of these

integrals have different expressione depending on whether m is lese than,

equal to, or greater than unity. The coefficients then have different



representations according to whether the major axie of the ellipse

lies along the horizontal or vertical axis.

B. General and Special Cases of the

Static Stability Derivatives

The static stability derivatives Cua, Cmu, Cuß, and CZE can he

obtained from the force coefficients simply by differentiation. The

differentiation is somewhat simple for the case of no shadow, that is,

cgcotzöxy + d2cot29XZ < a2, since the variable W appearing in the

integrated expressions is not a function of a and B. For the case

of shadow, however, W is a function of a and B and hence differentia·

tion is rather laborions. In this case, it is easier to get the derivatives

directly from the plots of the force coefficients.

Then for the case of no shadow

-2x.2s1¤26c„== aa am axz xl - ccm? 1;:- (s2 - ag) Q- cameese

ad cot BXZ Ié] (hj)

CYB ¤ mgsinäöxz Zac cos d tan dxz L1 · 2

Qcd coscmlö + Qmgcot Gxz ein<¤(l · 2c2) hg- 2m2c cos B cot öxy L5

+ Ecd ein a cot öxz Lé] (hö)
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1.5G 2 ,,, 2 2 ,_,,__,_, 1; _, , f .2 ·C16 (md l)sin GXZ tan QXZ
BAB

lrac cos Jil *4-m cos or. cot. Gxy(1 dc. ) ._

·· 8 sineyac cot Sxz M3 + Ä sin~;;.(l ·· 2c2)cot29xy Mh ·- M cosy cmgcotgöxy M5

+ M ac sin ¤. cotgöxz (M7)

S L • ·

LC == 1 ·~ 2 tan G )C (Ä9)xß es xy xß

For the very special case of cx. == 0, B == O, these expreseiorxs reduce

to the following simple expressions

..1 cot C4? . ..1 cot CQ @2 „CN ===·--·-T··—-—·-··—s1¤28xZtand,{1,‘tan ·-—-··~·- -k1;an———··-·-·—-“A(1c· — 1) m mk (pl

?3L2 m ein l __ cot G) · ‘ t ‘ @2 -.cx ”""""”"'”ä‘§“‘§"°*"l("‘”"‘)"°“*°~'l·······—°'(:°(Ü (>l)ß A 1 — 1; mk ¤¤ cp1

The value of Cgß differs in case m < l or m > 1.
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For m <; l

' I‘· r‘gz,(1 - 2c")tan Gxz sindöxzß mm - 1;-3

X ru leg wir + m · sen Q __ ..4.11 cpQ1

and for m > l

ij 2 •
· 0GIB e {cos e.(l ·-— 2c2)tan GXZ s„in‘~eXä|ws — k'

@2
X l l sin Q __ ein Q (5%)m ylkä -

1Thecase of m ¤ l will he discussed in the next section.

C. Special Case of the Circular Cons Segment

The special case cf ux = k = l corresponds to the circular cone

segments. The previous general expressions can be reduced to the circular

cone equatiens by applying a limiting process as k approaches one. It

is to be noted #:1 again that both m and k approach l together. The

values; ef these limits are presented in the appendix. Only the final
results will be given here.
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2
CN =·= ·- §Ä··¥„2Sil1 8 cos G sin tp + ac cos29 singt?

·· ad cos29E> + sin C? cos Q3 + c2c:o’c G 6:0226 siuötp

„ (PQ
+ dc cos;29 cot 6 cosjtp + d2cos28 cot 9 sin <p(c:os2tp + 2) (äh)

22 2 2 1CA 2a sin 92*- hac sin 9 cos 9 cos q: - had sin 8 cos 8 sin cp

+ c2cos29(q> ~ sin Q? cos tp) — Ecd <:0s29 61:12*})

2 2 (P2
+ d cos 8(q> + sin C? cos tp) (55)

@1

22 2 2CY == -·Ä—· ··a sin 9 cos 9 cos cp + ac cos 9(<p · sin cp cos qx)

·- ad c0s26 sin2t? ·- c2cos29 cot 9 cos q>(s1¤2¢ + 2)

(P2 _
-· ä- dc 6:0626 cot G s;Ln5<P — -1·= d2co226 cot 9 cosöqal

}
(56)

3 Ö @1



I

c = Ä'- est 6(1 - 2 sa¤2e)c (57)H1 5B N

C == ·-;‘- cot 9(l ·- 2 tan28)C (öS)n 53 Y

C1 “ 0 (59)

Equations (20) and (21) with m == k = 1 can be used to calculate

the value of cpl and :92. For zu ¤= k ¤= 1

- 26 - 6\[ 26 - 2(pl u cot_,l cd cos a sin cos a (60)
6.2611126 ·- décosgö

·cd cosgfä + a sin 8 \}cos28 · ag (61)
8.£SiIl29 ·· d2cos29

It is seen from the above equations that shadow exists if cos29 2 a2.

D. Special Cases of B == O and

Full and Half Cone Bodies

Relatively simple expressions result for the special case of B == O,

for both full and half cone bodies. If the reference area is used as

the base area, then the expressions for the full cone are: For mg 1,
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and no shadow (öxz Z 0.)

CN = 2 ein 20. c0s29xz (62)

2,„ 2 . , 2 ms gxz «CA Qüos oz. ein 9xz sin 9xy + sin cx. 1 + k (05)

These expressions were obtained by using ß == 0, $1 == 0, and $2 = 2::

in equations (*+1) and (*:2).
Whenever shadow occurs (QXZ < 0.), CN and CA are obtained from

equations (*+1) and (*+2) with values of $1 and @2 determined from

equations (20) and (21).
The flat top half cone leads to particularly simple results for

B ¤ O and 0 §_ c. g 180 - G. since the curved surface is never shadowed.
The proper values of $1 and $2 to use in equations (*+1) and (*+2) are

$l=·g· and Thenfor m< l

CN1__2 tL __ cosgcx. lOgl+il ·k2 __1:L 611120.*::2 2 2241-kg l··l··k2 ¢;(k+1)+ L

*+Lgs1sg¤. kg ic 1 +\/1 -kgtgg(1··kg)2Vl···kg1-\l1·-k?
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b2k 00620. Lt sin 20 1 + S)1 — k2CA = —--·-——-·-————-—·— + -——-——-·————·-—·-··-——-—·-· 162 ··-——-·-···———-—-2 , 2 :2 - ,;-1- kg
' 2% 2G

+ 2L-.1.17.xgébd

1)

For m > 1

cN==—§·-—-EH'-— ——°i?~§-2-$‘—-ta¤°l\)x2—1-——-¥-&——21¤2¤.
(Q3 + 1.2 yh:2 - 1 :(1: + 1)

21 1 2 _
+ ...........1$............ ·ba¤"'l , l ,,

1t2(1- 1:2) V1:2 —- 1

C s 1:21: (208201 + LtSiriA
°"""°°°""°"°""'°"""""""""'°22 2+ 1,% sg-;) + \)1 · 1:2 xüé) + L2](1: + 1)

(67)

For m == 1 6

CN = —ä·&O82(2L sin 29 + ä- sin 20 00229 + 6:1.:120, cos2G cot g
)
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CA ¤ 2 cosga 51.1129 + ä- ein 29 sin 2:; + singen cos;29 (69)

an approximation to the half cone case can be obtained for values

of 1:2 near unity, for either k > 1 or k < 1, by expanding the log
N

and tan"l functions into an infinite series and dropping higher crder

terms. If l ·
1:2 is denoted by ö, then

f'---l--—-1¤gl-i-—-—-—--®"-==1+},(1—k·*)+-:‘;(1-k?—’)2+ . . .
2111-112 1-·\1l·k2 ’ Ö

5* n
= 1 + —-§-„„.„„

j Sin + 1nä

-——l——---m¤‘l—\1x2-1=1—l(k2-1)+-%:2-1)**+... 1
(jk? - 1 5 5

ÖH== 1. + ·~2·5——-—-+1
n¤1.

Thus for 6 small higher ordered terms my be dropped. Then

,, E-°·„ n
N 1: t2 “___„2n+l t k+l(E) + L2 I1-·=1

@

1+1,2 2 1;-2 ’°“ 6**......... 1 e 1 - ..... ..............+12Sua 6 11, 22:1+1 (70)
n=l

1
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VII. DISCUSSION

To illustrate the agreement of Newtonian estimates with experimental

values, figures h through ll are presented. The experimntal results

were obtained at Mach numbers of 6.8 and 9.6. The ach 9.6 data, plotted

on figures 5 and 6, were taken from reference M. The remaining Mach 6.8

and 9.6 data were obtained from reference 8. The theoretical values

were obtained from the results of this analysis.

The Variation of lift and drag coefficients with angle of attack

for a half cone with different fineness ratios or cone half angle, Gxz,

and different thickness—to-width ratios, t/b, are shown in figure 4.

From this it is seen that, in general, the agreement is good. Both lift and

drag coefficients are in excellent agreement with experiment for the lower

angle·of~attack range (c.< 25°). At the higher angles of attack, the

lift coefficient is predicted with greater accuracy than the drag

coefficient. This plot also shows that both coefficients are predicted

with greater accuracy for each cone having its major axis, at the base,

in the vertical direction (t/b ¤ 2). This might indicate that the "bleeding”

of the pressure from the lower to upper surface is not as great when the cone

is ”tallVas when it is "flat".

Important parameters for most reentry bodies are the maximum values

of lift coefficient and irrt drag ratio. These parameters are shown

plotted for the case of a full circular cone (t/b = l) against cone half

angle, G, in figure 5. This plot reveals that the maximm lift coefficient

is predicted by the theory with a great deal of accuracy for the come half

angles shown. The mximum lift·to~drag ratio is predicted well at the

higher cone half angles (6 > 200) but is overpredicted for the more slender

cones.
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The slopes Oma and CLU, for the sam full circular cone, are

plotted versus cone half angle, G, in figure 6. Exact lnviscid theory

was available (ref. 7) for this case and is shown for comparison purposes.

Tt is seen from this figure that there is good agreement between

Newtonian theory and the experlmntal results as well as the exact

inviscid theory.

In figure 7, CL,mx and (L/D)max for the half cone case are

plotted versus the ratio, t/b, for different fineness ratlos, t/2L.

The variation of CL,max is again predlcted quite well. The values

of (L/D)m¤x, however, are in poor agreement with experiment especially

at the lower values of fineness ratiou (t/2L < .2). This poor agreement

is due, in part, to the under predlction of the drag coefficients for the

more slender bodies.

Figure 8 shows a plot of Oma and Oma for the body under consider-

atlon versus t/b. The agreement is rather poor for the case of the more slender

bodies but improves for the larger values of fineness ratio.

To complete the variatlon of CL,mßx, (L/D)max, Cma, and Clcl with
body parameters, figures 9 and 10 show the varlation with body cut-off

angle, @ (a value of w = 900 corresponds to a flat·top half cone).

Figure 9 shows that both and (L/D)m8x are in poor agreement

with experiment for the case of the slender 100 cone but improves with

increasing cone angle, 9. Figure 10 shows that the slopes, Cmü and CL¤

are also in poor agreemnt for the 100 cone but that the agreement is improved

with increasing cone angle.

The lateral derivatives, Cyß and Cnß, for a half circular cone
are plotted versus a in figure ll. Experimental data for Clß were not

*
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available. Figure ll indicatee that Newtonian theory does a poor job of

predicting the eide~force derivative, Cyß, but is in excellent agreement

with the yawing moment derivative, Cuß, fßr bßth CORE half &¤äl8S· Tho

value of C18 (C1 taken about the center line) ie predicted to be zero

for thie case. For the case of the elliptical come, however, C15 ae
well ae the other derivativee are all dependent on the body paraetere,

m, h, and the body cut·off angle Q.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

ewtonian theory was applied, in this analysis, to the elliptic cone

segment at angles of attack and sideslip. Closed form expressions for the

aerodynamic coefficients ad static stability derivatives were obtained.

Expressions for the full and half conic bodies were given and.approximate

expression in powers of 1 - k? were given for the half cone case. The

circular cone results were obtained as a secial case of the general results.

Comparisons of the theoretical calculation with experimental results

indicate that this theory provides an invaluable tool in obtaining first

approximations to the aerodynamic characteristics of segments of circular

and elliptical cones in the hypersonic flow regime. Tsbulated values from

these expressions for various values of t/b, t/2L, and m through the

angle-of-attack range of 0° to 90° and values of B from O9 to 159 would

be of great benefit to anyone with need of a quick approximation to the

aerodynsmic characteristics of these particular bodies. Such tabulated

values will be available in the form of a NASA technical note by the

author which is to be published at a later date.

Comparisons of the theory with experiment indicate that the Newtonian

results are, in general, in very good ageement with experiment for the

blunter cones at the smaller angles of attack (a·< 259 and blunter «+a«-

9 > 20° or t/2L > 0.5). All cofficients except and CYB

were predicted with very good accuracy. For higher values of d the

agreement was good only for the blunter cones (t/2L > 0.5). Predictions

of (L/D)max and Cyß were the least successful of all cases shown.

Comparisons with Newtonian theory such as these are presented in more

detail in references Ä and 8. These references indicate the above agree-

ment between experiment and thory is typical for conic body shaes.
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M5 == I),

¤jsinQc0sQdQ¤ ,1 sinQcosq>+__1,G8·-l(eotqöMh ] nyä 2m2(k2 - 1) y m u m

2 .+·-——-15-·-—-~——-]¤tan'l(§:—?-E-Q3) - tan°lGl?-E—-gi) +0, 0<q><¤, u<cp< Quk mk m
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In the limiting case of m, k ¤= 1 it is necessary to take the

limit of each term of the coefficients as m, k approaches unity.

These are shown below:

lim 1 §[s+m¢1·k2sinQ
k-+1--·-·-—-·-—--1og =¤2sinQ

ii}-Til —-ä-—-·—l log E == ein Qm -+1 K " 1 1*
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In the case of C1, the presence of the term (m2 -· 1) multiplied

out front causes the entire expression to be zero when k —•l and xu -—>l.

Thus lim Cl == O.
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ON ELLIPTIC CORE BODIES AT BOTH ANGLE OF ATTACK

ARD SIDESLIP BY USE OF NEWTORIAN IMPACT THEORY

by
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ABSTRACT

Rewtonian theory was applied, in this analysis, to the elliptic cone

segment at angles of attack and sideslip. Closed form expressions fer

the aerodynamic coefficients and static stability derivatives were

obtained. Expressions for the full and half conic bodies were given and

approximate expressions were given for the half cone case. The circular

cone results were obtained as a special case of the general results.

Comparisons of the theoretical calculations with experimental

results at hypersonic speeds were made of the aerodynamic coefficients

and static derivatives for several conic segments. Generally, geod agree~

ment was observed for specified ranges of fineness ratlos and angles cf

attack.


